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Acquiring English-language ability has become an important task for Japanese medical students
due to the globalization of medicine. In order to address the issue, Kawasaki Medical School provides
the first through fourth year students with required English courses. Motivation plays a crucial role
in the acquisition of a second language. This paper aims to discuss some factors that enable to build
more motivational English programs, by illustrating the students' attitudes and values towards
English. Questionnaires regarding the four categories, namely the attitude towards English
language, the attitude towards learning English language, experience and interest in certified
English tests, and interest in international opportunities, were administered, and it revealed various
facts including the following. The ratio of students who have interest in English language and
recognize the importance of learning English is high. On the other hand, a significant number of
students lack confidence in English, and the number of students without confidence increases as
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they move up. The results indicate that an English program which effectively supports the
confidence building of the first year students and the clarification of individual student's goal are
essential.
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for International Communication（以 下
「TOEIC」）の受験経験者については，１年生が
46名（36％），２年生が35名（39％），３年生が
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